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Summary

A validation subgroup of AMCP WG-D has been formed to begin work on the validation
of VDL Mode 4 for surveillance applications.  This subgroup has prepared a draft
validation plan for VDL Mode 4 that describes the analyses, simulations, and testing that
would be undertaken as part of the validation process.  The validation activities
described in the plan are not sufficiently defined to validate VDL Mode 4 for
surveillance applications.  Certain key aspects of VDL Mode 4 operation, e.g., operation
in the ground controlled mode, are not included in the simulations or testing described in
the validation plan.  This working paper summarizes the shortcomings of the draft VDL
Mode 4 validation plan and provides recommendations on how to address these
shortcomings.

Recommendation

The VDL Mode 4 SARPS and validation plan should be modified as recommended in
this working paper to ensure that VDL Mode 4 will be able to satisfy surveillance
requirements.
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1.0 Introduction

A draft validation plan for VDL Mode 4, referred to as the Validation Procedures and
Control Document or VPCD [Ref. 1], has been prepared by the Validation Subgroup of
AMCP WG-D.  A review of an early draft of the VPCD was presented at AMCP/5
[Ref. 2].  The review noted that the validation activities described in the VPCD would not
be adequate to validate VDL Mode 4 for surveillance applications and provided
recommendations for changes that should be made to the validation plan.

In its report from AMCP/5 [Ref. 3], the Panel noted several important technical issues
related to VDL Mode 4 including:  operation in autonomous mode, hidden user problem,
capacity/update rate, etc.  The panel also suggested that the recommended changes to the
VPCD that were provided in Ref. 2 should be re-submitted to WG-D for evaluation.  This
working paper provides an update to the changes that were recommended in Ref. 2.  The
recommended changes are divided into three categories: VDL Mode 4 simulation
activities, flight testing, and miscellaneous recommendations.

2.0 Recommendations Related to the Simulations of VDL Mode 4

2.1  Update Rate for Airborne Aircraft

According to the validation plan, airborne aircraft will utilize one of two update rates
depending on the airspace.   Those in en route airspace will transmit ADS-B messages
once every 20 sec on each GSC (Global Signalling Channel) and those in terminal area
airspace will transmit at twice this rate.  If each message is received with a success rate of
98% or better then these rates would be sufficient to meet the air-to-ground surveillance
requirements determined by the ADS Panel [Ref. 4].  However, one of the primary
reasons to transition from today’s surveillance infrastructure to ADS-B is to improve air-
to-air surveillance.  The update rates provided in the validation plan would not be
adequate for certain air-to-air applications.  Update rate requirements for various air-to-air
applications may be found in Ref. 5.  For most air-to-air applications the requirement is
for a received update rate of once per 3 sec for proximate aircraft.  A higher received
update rate, once per sec, is desired for certain applications, e.g., simultaneous runway
approaches.

Recommendation:  In Section 3.2.3 and in Appendix A of the Draft VPCD, change the
ADS-B message report rate for airborne aircraft to once per 3 sec.  Note that this value
may have to be revisited after the flight testing and simulation activities have established
the per message reliability of VDL Mode 4 (since the basic requirement is for a received
update rate of once per 3 sec, a higher transmit rate may be necessary).
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2.2  Update Rate for Surface Aircraft

Two transmit rates for surface aircraft are specified in the VPCD.  Moving aircraft or
vehicles on the airport surface transmit at a once per second rate and stationary aircraft
transmit once per minute.  The rate for moving aircraft/vehicles would be sufficient if the
per message probability of reception is shown to be sufficiently high but the rate for
stationary aircraft/vehicles does not appear to be adequate.  For example, an aircraft may
be stopped waiting for traffic to clear before crossing an active runway.  A report rate of
once per minute for such an aircraft is unlikely to be sufficient for ATC puposes.

Recommendation:  In Section 3.2.3 and in Appendix A of the Draft VPCD change the
report rate for stationary surface aircraft to once per 5 seconds.

2.3  Operational Environment for Simulation of Core European Airspace

2.3.1  Extent of the Operational Domain

An operational environment is described in Section 3.2.3 and Appendix A of the
validation plan that will be used in the simulations of VDL Mode 4.  This environment
includes en route and terminal area airspace and covers a square area 300 nm on a side.
The spacing between the terminals is approximately 145 nm.  One of the purposes of the
simulation will be to assess the effects of hidden terminals.  The effect of the hidden
terminal problem must be modeled accurately as it is one of the major factors affecting
system reliability.

The environment described the Draft VPCD is not adequate to model the effects of
hidden terminals.  For example, the high altitude aircraft in the Core European Scenario
are within line-of-sight of all other aircraft (i.e., they do not represent “hidden terminals”
to any other aircraft).   This problem can be remedied by extending the size of the
airspace modeled in the simulation.

Recommendation:  Since any aircraft within line-of-sight can potentially interfere with a
particular aircraft within the operational environment (i.e., act as a hidden terminal), the
simulation should be modified to include transmissions from all aircraft within line-of-
sight of aircraft in the operational domain.  A distance of 500 nm from the edge of the
operational domain should be used as this is the approximate line-of-sight range between
two aircraft at 40,000 ft altitude.

2.3.2  Inclusion of Ground Controlled Mode of Operation

The VDL Mode 4 concept includes different methods to be used to retune aircraft
transceivers to new channels or to assign slots for aircraft to use.  The channel and slot
assignments may be selected autonomously by aircraft or they can be commanded by
ground control depending on the airspace. The ground controlled mode is intended for
use in high density environments.  There are numerous issues related to the transition
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from autonomous to ground controlled mode as described in Ref. 6.  The validation
activities must include testing of both autonomous and ground controlled operation.
Currently, only the autonomous mode is included in the VPCD.

Recommendation:  Include testing of the ground controlled mode of operation and of the
transition between autonomous and ground control modes in the simulation activities.
Include paragraphs in Section 3.2.3 and in Appendix A of the Draft VPCD describing
how the ground controlled mode of operation will be simulated.

2.3.3  Simulation of Major Terminals in Close Proximity

The simulation should also include an operational environment with two or more major
terminals in close proximity.  Such a case is important since the operational concept for
VDL Mode 4 is to use ground control of slot assignments near a major terminal and this
type of control becomes complex when the terminal areas overlap.  How this control is
performed with overlapping terminal areas must be well defined and understood.

Recommendation:  Add a terminal next to the terminal labeled “Terminal 0” in Figure A-
1 of the VPCD so that the two terminal areas overlap.

2.4  Operational Environment for the LA Basin Scenario

As mentioned in Section 2.3.1 above, the effect of hidden terminals must be modeled
accurately in the VDL Mode 4 simulations.  Unfortunately, the LA Basin scenario
described in the VPCD includes virtually no hidden terminals.  To accurately assess the
reliability of VDL Mode 4 in a high density environment such as the LA Basin, the
simulation must be modified to include hidden terminals.

Recommendation:  Include a model of all aircraft that would act as hidden terminals (e.g.,
low-altitude aircraft in the San Diego area) in the LA Basin simulation (described in
Section 3.2.6 of the VPCD).
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3.0  Changes Related Flight Testing of VDL Mode 4

The VPCD includes only a very brief description of the planned flight test activities.  This
description appears in Section 5.3.2.1 of the VPCD.  Since this section is short it is
repeated in its entirety as follows:

6.  VP2_06:   Flight tests:   The flight tests will include:
a)  Investigation of environmental and antenna pattern effects on message
reliability
b)  Measurement of the operating range of mobile and ground stations
c)  Measurement of CCI and ACI characteristics

The three types of testing mentioned above are all very important and address issues that
were raised in Ref. 2.  However, a description of the planned tests should be included in
the VPCD.

3.1  Message Reliability

Item a) above indicates that the flight tests will include an evaluation of message
reliability.  This is very important as many of the causes of message loss cannot be
ascertained by simulation alone.

Recommendation:  Provide a description of the flight testing that will be performed to
assess message reliability.  The testing should include measurements in urban
environments.  After the testing is complete, include observed real-world effects on
message reception reliability in the VDL Mode 4 simulation.

3.2  System Range

Item b) above indicates that the operating range of mobile and ground stations will be
evaluated with flight tests.  The probability of correct reception will vary with range and
this relationship must be determined during the flight tests as it will impact overall system
performance.

Recommendation:  Provide a description of the flight testing that will be performed to
assess system range.  The testing should include measurements in urban and mountainous
environments.  After the testing is complete, the simulation should be update to include
reception reliability as a function of range as determined by the flight tests.
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3.3  Adjacent Channel and Co-Channel Interference

Item c) above indicates that ACI and CCI characteristics will be evaluated during flight
tests.  The ACI characteristics will affect, e.g.,  the spectrum requirements for VDL
Mode 4 and the CCI characteristics will affect, e.g., the extent to which the hidden user
problem will limit system performance.

Recommendation:  Provide a description of the flight testing that will be performed to
assess the ACI and CCI characteristics of VDL Mode 4 transmissions.

3.4  Validation of ADS-B Position Information

In certain airspace, it will be necessary to validate the integrity of the ADS-B reported
position information [Refs. 4,7].  With VDL Mode 4 this validation would be performed
by one-way ranging.  One-way ranging is a technique for estimating the range from a
transmitter to a receiver based on how long it takes a message to travel (at the speed of
light) from transmitter to receiver.  The accuracy of one-way ranging depends on how
well the time of arrival of a message can be measured.  The accuracy of the time of arrival
measurement in turn depends on channel bandwidth.  Measurements are required to
determine how well one-way ranging can be performed on a 25–kHz channel.

Recommedation:  Include in the VPCD a description of the testing that will be performed
to measure the accuracy of one-way ranging using the VDL Mode 4 waveforms.

3.5  Channel Management and Slot Selection Protocols

As indicated in Section  2.3.2 above, the VDL Mode 4 concept includes different
methods that may be used to retune aircraft transceivers to new channels or to assign
slots.  The correct operation of each of these methods must be validated with flight
testing.  Currently, the VPCD includes testing of the autonomous mode of operation but
no testing of the ground controlled mode.

Recommedation:  Add flight testing to validate the correct operation of the ground
controlled mode to the VPCD.  The testing should include the transition region between
the autonomous and ground controlled environments.

3.6  D8PSK Testing

Section 3.3.4 of the validation plan indicates that the GSCs will be assumed to use the
GFSK modulation but that the data channels may use GFSK or D8PSK.  However, it is
not clear which applications, if any, will be supported by D8PSK.

If the validation activities are expected to show that the D8PSK waveform is appropriate
for one or more applications, then these applications must be identified in the validation
plan.  Moreover, flight testing with D8PSK will be required especially if the
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application(s) involves an air-to-air exchange of data.  It is not sufficient to say that the
D8PSK waveform has been validated for VDL Mode 2 and is thus appropriate for
surveillance applications since the surveillance applications have very different
operational requirements.

If there are no surveillance applications that will utilize the D8PSK waveform then any
mention of D8PSK should be removed from the validation plan.

Recommendation:  Either (a) describe the applications that will be supported by the
D8PSK waveform or (b) remove any mention of the D8PSK waveform from the VPCD.
If applications are identified that would use D8PSK then flight testing that will be
performed to validate D8PSK for these applications should be described in the VPCD.

4.0  Miscellaneous changes related to the Draft VDL Mode 4 Validation Plan

4.1  Frequency Band Used for ADS-B

Since ADS-B is intended to satisfy aircraft surveillance applications, the frequency used
to transmit the ADS-B information must be within an appropriate Aeronautical
Radionavigation Service frequency.

Recommendation:  Include in the VPCD the requirement that the channels used for ADS–
B must be in an appropriate Aeronautical Radionavigation Service frequency.

4.2 Applications Other Than Surveillance

As per direction from the AMCP, the validation of VDL Mode 4 will be for surveillance
applications only.  However, the validation plan currently includes non-surveillance
applications such as FIS.

Recommendation:  Remove from the VPCD all references to non-surveillance
applications.
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4.3  Processing Time for VDL Mode 4 Protocols

The slot selection protocols used for VDL Mode 4 become more complex in high density
environments.  As the availability of slots becomes scarce more steps must be undertaken
when choosing slot assignments.  Futhermore, track files must be kept on all aircraft as
the Robin Hood principle requires that the range to other aircraft be considered during the
slot selection process.  This is complicated by the fact that the typical VDL Mode 4
transmissions provide position information that is ambiguous (i.e., the higher order bits
for latitude and longitude are typically not transmitted).

All of the computations required in the slot selection procedure take time to execute.  As
an example, the simulation used for the LA Basin scenario takes 5-8 hours to execute on
a Pentium 300 MHz processor [Ref. 8] to simulate 25-40 minutes of the slot selection
protocol.  Testing is required to ensure that the VDL Mode 4 hardware will not become
overloaded in a high density environment.

Recommendation:   The VPCD should include testing of the execution time required for
the VDL Mode 4 protocols in a high density environment.  The environment should
include at least 1250 aircraft within line-of-sight [Ref. 4].

5.0  Summary and Recommendations

The approach proposed in the VDL Mode 4 validation plan [Ref. 1] would not be
adequate to validate VDL Mode 4 for surveillance applications.  The testing proposed in
the plan has not been sufficiently specified and requires further definition.  In addition,
some testing and analyses that must be performed during validation are not included at
all.  The validation plan also includes extraneous material related to non-surveillance
applications. This paper summarized the shortcomings of the VDL Mode 4 validation
plan and provided specific recommendations on how to address them.

The VDL Mode 4 validation plan should be modified to resolve the issues identified in
this paper.  It is further recommended that the revised validation plan be carefully
reviewed by an appropriate surveillance panel.
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